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This morning we continue our sermon series on the decades, looking at the 1980’s.  Two weeks 
ago we looked at the 1960’s and the building projects and renovations that continues to guide this 
congregation.  Last week we studied the 1970’s a time of innovation and creativity, with 
ministries that helped shape the future of our church.  So, let us now look at that decade of big 
hair, shoulder pads, polo shirts with little alligators on them and bean bag chairs. 

The soundtrack of the 1980’s might be found in the music of Michael Jackson, Prince, Madonna 
or an Irish group named U2 which released their 1987 “The Joshua Tree” to international 
acclaim. A new form of music would emerge in this decade, a forerunner of modern rap.  It was 
called Hip Hop and included a form of street dancing called “break dancing.”  

Musicians of this era joined together for social causes creating songs and concerts to raise money 
for hunger relief.  One of the most memorable was the 1985 Live Aid concert which raised funds 
for relief aid to Ethiopia.  The following year, on May 25, 1985 an estimated 6.5 million people 
held hands in a human chain across the United States.  It was called Hands Across America and 
raised funds for hunger relief and homelessness. 

The 1990’s saw the introduction of several innovations.  Personal video games entered our 
homes with the likes of Pacman and Asteroids.  In 1981 IBM released the first personal computer 
for home usage.  We watched videos on VCR’s and rented movies from local stores always 
conscious to “be kind and rewind.”  Cable television entered the households and by the mid 80’s 
70% of homes had cable. 

We were watching television shows like Hill Street Blues, L.A. Law, Cheers, and Married with 
Children.  On March 21, 1980 the tv show Dallas featured the cliffhanger of two shots in a 
darkened office leaving us to ponder throughout the summer, “Who shot J.R.?”  The answer 
didn’t emerge until November 21st in the highly anticipated episode. 

Prior to the 1970’s your channel options were limited.  But the 1980’s welcomed new channels 
like ESPN for the sports fan, Nickelodeon for the children, Cable News Network (CNN) for the 
news junkie, and the Weather Channel for those of us that have nothing better to do.  And on 
August 1, 1981 a channel featuring music videos began their programming with the song, “Video 
Killed the Radio Star” by the Buggles.  It was called MTV. 



In sports, if you lived through this decade, you likely remember the voice of Al Michaels asking, 
“Do you believe in miracles” as the U.S. hockey team skated to a gold medal in the 1980 Winter 
Olympics.  And on March 30th, 1987 I skipped class in seminary to watch Keith Smart hit the go 
ahead basket in the 1987 NCAA basketball finals leading to an IU victory.   

There were memorable moments as Mt. St. Helen’s erupted in 1980.  We gathered around the 
television in 1981 to watch the wedding of Lady Diana Spencer to Charles Prince of Wales.  We 
wept as the Space Shuttle Challenger exploded shortly after take-off killing seven crew members 
including a civilian teacher named Christa McAuliffe.  We rejoiced with the people of Germany 
as the Berlin Wall, separating East and West Germany, came down.  And in 1989 we watched as 
an unknown Chinese student stared down a line of tanks in Tiananmen Square in the hopes of 
bringing about democratic changes to China. 

Within our own state, we confronted our fears when, in 1984 a thirteen year old boy named Ryan 
White was diagnosed with AIDS.  At the time he was given 3-6 months to live.  But he got 
stronger.  He wanted to return to his middle school in Kokomo.  But he was barred.  Despite 
testimony from expert medical personnel, the local school board repeatedly denied him the 
opportunity to return to school.  Sadly, the people of the community were cruel to Ryan.  He was 
spat upon, called names, repeatedly told that he must have done something wrong to have AIDS.  
More times than they could recount, young Ryan was told by adults who should have known 
better, that his disease was God’s punishment. 

Eighteen months later his family moved to Cicero, Indiana.  The response there was completely 
different.  His first day at Hamilton Heights High School was not met with protests, but with 
warmth and kindness.  The School Superintendent, Tony Cook said that Ryan White’s first day of 
school was one of the greatest moments of his professional career.  What made the difference? 

The difference was one person.  A neighbor of the White’s, a young woman named Jill Stewart.  
Jill was the student body president of the school.  She helped facilitate medical experts who 
came and spoke with the students prior to Ryan’s arrival.  They gave factual information, 
answered questions and put the students at ease.  The students then shared this information at 
home with their parents.  They had no reason to be afraid and they welcomed Ryan with a much 
needed kindness.   

Jill’s work didn’t end there.  She befriended Ryan throughout high school.  She was there when 
Ryan became very ill and was hospitalized.  She was there while he was undergoing painful IV 
treatments.  She remembered when he said to the doctor, “I don’t want that treatment anymore.”  
The doctor explained that he had to do this or he would die.  She was there when he said, “I 
know.”  The doctor walked out of the room with tears in his eyes.  Ryan followed the doctor into 
the hallway and comforted him.   



Ryan died on April 8, 1990.  But, one of the untold stories of his life, is the friendship of a fellow 
student named Jill Stewart, who helped educate a community, prepare a student body and set the 
tone that made it possible for Ryan to live a normal life. 

That is often the case.  There are quiet heroes, although they would likely balk at the term hero, 
who work behind the scenes to make a difference.  And those kinds of heroes are here this 
morning.  I have read about it in our history and I see it in the present day ministries. 
The 1980’s were the height of mission trips in the congregation.  Youth looked forward to these 
trips.  The adult chaperones looked forward to the trips.  Judging by the photos, this church 
would send groups of 25-35 youth on trips to North Carolina, Appalachia and other sites to do 
construction work for families in need.  It was hard work.  I suspect that the youth came back 
exhausted from working in the heat of the day.  They painted homes, built roofs, made homes 
accessible for the handicapped.  I remember Joe Carter telling me about working on one home in 
North Carolina.  Some neighborhood kids were watching and asked what they were doing.  Joe 
explained that our group was from Columbus, Indiana and had come to help this family in North 
Carolina.  The local kids were impressed and asked if they could help.  They worked that day 
and the next morning they were back for more.  One of the kids asked if the group might help his 
grandmother with some work she needed on her home.  The group worked quickly and 
efficiently on the current home and then moved on to this young man’s grandmother’s home to 
help her as well. 

How do you measure the impact of such work?  We can measure how many homes we worked 
on, how many people lived in those homes, how many hours of labor we contributed.  But the 
real value of this work is beyond measurement.  How do you measure a kind deed that not only 
changes one life, but transforms the community?  You can’t.  But those kind deeds are like a 
stone tossed into the middle of a still pond.  The ripples of that one deed continue in every 
direction and have a powerful impact. 

I have heard some of the folks who went on these trips say how much it meant to them 
personally.  Although our aim was to help others, what we found out was that in helping others, 
we were also helping ourselves.  There is a sense of joy knowing that you have eased someone’s 
burden.  There is a sense of accomplishment knowing that you haven’t solved all the problems of 
poverty in our nation, but you have done something that made things a bit better. 

Another important mission that happened was the resettlement of refugees.  I have been able to 
find four instances in which this congregation reached out to families in need and offered them a 
home among us.  There was a Vietnamese family in the 1970’s.  Mau Nguyen and his eight 
children were welcomed by this church, set up with the resources they needed and provided a 
fresh start.  I have tried to chase down some details about the family, but the best I have been 
able to discover is that many of them moved to California and Oklahoma where the children 
have done very well and have earned advanced degrees.  One small act by this congregation has 
made a lasting impact not only upon that family, but upon countless lives who have benefitted 
from their being here. 



Then there was the family of Aleksandar and Vahida Ajvaj, who fled for their lives from Bosnia 
during the height of that civil war.  They were able to escape the fighting and lived in a refugee 
camp in Germany.  With the help of the UN Commission on Refugees and the Exodus Project of 
Indiana, the Ajvaj family was connected with First UMC.  The parents and three children moved 
here.  The church helped find housing, assisted with helping them find work, helped enroll the 
children in school and provided them with support to make this place their home.  In speaking 
with Liz Lipson, she estimated that it took at least 70% of our congregation working on this 
project to make it possible for the family to be here.   

A few weeks ago, I was able to meet with Miran Ajvaj.  He was 17 at the time his family moved 
here.  He found work at the Dolly Madison where he worked 14 years without missing a day.  
During an ice storm, he walked there because he didn’t feel confident that his truck would make 
it.  His sister, Melanie, was a young girl when they moved here and she worked for years at Four 
Seasons before moving to New Albany where she works for Hospice.  The parents are both 
deceased, but the three children remain in the area. 

When I asked Miran about his homeland, he said that he had no interest in returning to Bosnia.  
He presumes that any family members who remained were killed.  And then he said, “If we had 
remained, we would have died.”   

We didn’t solve the fighting in Bosnia.  We couldn’t end the civil war.  We couldn’t prevent the 
bloodshed.  But a United Methodist Church in Columbus, Indiana, far from the fighting, made a 
difference.  A family survived because of the work of this congregation. They are grateful for all 
that was done and grateful to call this community their home.   

Still later, when Hurricane Katrina struck the southern shores, this congregation felt a desire to 
help.  Just like the victims of the heavy rains and floods, there wasn’t much time to plan, but this 
church wanted to make a difference.  A call was made to a United Methodist church in Baton 
Rouge that was sheltering folks.  An invitation was extended and resources promised.  Not long 
thereafter a family was welcomed into Columbus and has made their home here since. 

This is what it means to be a servant church.  Mission trips where we can share our gifts and 
abilities to make a difference in people’s lives.  Outreach to those who are hurting or lost with the 
offer of a safe place to call home.  Quiet acts of faith.  Quiet acts of heroism. 

This is what the little epistle written by James is referring to.  “What good is it, my brothers and 
sisters, if you say you have faith but do not have works?”  James is saying that the balanced 
Christian life is one where we profess what we believe and we live that faith in radical ways in 
our world.  We don’t just believe in helping those in need, we put that into our actions.  We don’t 
just believe in being peacemakers, but we live it.  It is about developing a consistency between 
the things we say and the ways we live. 



James will go on to say that if we see our neighbor in need but the best that we can do is say, 
“Hang in there, we wish you the best.  We will pray for you” but we don’t match those words 
with our actions, our prayers will always be incomplete.  The Servant Church is the one that not 
only prays for the ways to alleviate suffering, but also asks God how we can be a part of that 
healing.  We are willing to give our time and energy and resources to help those around us. 

It was said that the 1980’s were the “me generation.”  It was a time of self-centeredness, a time 
of asking, “What’s in it for me?”  But amid such perspectives, there was a quiet voice offering a 
different perspective by reaching out to those who were hurting, to those in need, to those 
longing for something more.  A servant church, living out their faith as an inspiration to others 
caring deeply.  Some of those leaders are here today; some have passed on.  But their legacy 
lives on through the faithful service that continues.  May that spirit continue to guide our 
ministry together.  


